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Startups’ Limitations Made Them Better Co-innovators

Lack of accumulated experience and strategic 
know how.

Radical re-engineering and lateral thinking (less 
influenced by previous models). 

Tight resource constraints and high risk of 
investment.

Efficient resource utilization, redesigning 
standard operational models.

Weak market credibility and reliability. High risk tolerance: innovation is A survival 
mechanism with minimal opportunity cost.

Small business scale and limited personnel. Fast information flow and interactive 
collaboration.

Instability of business model and low operational 
standardization.

High agility, rapid adaptation and quick learning 
from failures.  

Lack of specific specializations and solid 
organizational structure. 

Room for collective input and better utilization 
of the staff’s creative potential.

DRIVE SUPERIOR PERFORMANCECOMMON STARTUP DISADVANTAGES



The Major Scopes of Business Innovation

Product /Service Development Operational Excellence/Efficiency

Branding  & Positioning Catering to Niche Segments

Customer Experience Resource Utilization

Working Atmosphere Workforce development & Engagement



DOMAIN A.1| OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS
A major skillset for triggering effective ideation as employees shall be able to 
spot out performance gaps, rooms for improvement and analyze the 
underlying causes in order to drive their creativity into designing the optimal 
solutions for the most imperative problems thus increasing the utility of their 
ideas. 

Modules within this domain tackle: (a) Art of Inquiry (b) Root-cause Analysis (d) 
Factor and Associations Analysis. 
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DOMAIN A.2| CREATIVITY STIMULATION
The ability to come up with and design novel and original ideas out of the 
conventional scope is not a genetically inherited talent. It is more of a skill 
which can be acquired by practicing certain thinking techniques that widen 
and deepen the ideation capacity as well as enhance the interpretation and 
association capabilities.

Modules within this domain tackle: (a) Lateral thinking (b) Imagination and 
Visualization (c) Mental Agility. 

DOMAIN A.3| IDEA CONEPTUALIZATION
Creativity without structure ends up with random insights which are hard to 
communicate and accordingly apply.  Moreover, many ideas are often proven 
unpractical or irrelevant on the first reality encounter. Therefore, to maintain 
the efficiency of the innovation process, it is crucial to learn how to lay out 
ideas coherently and refine them by quick validity checks. 

Modules within this domain tackle (a) Structuring and Refining Ideas (b) 
Testing and Criticism (c) Scenario Analysis.
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DOMAIN B.1| CULTIVATING INNOVATION
Ideation skills alone can not drive results unless organizations design the 
channels for converging, processing and analyzing ideas besides rewarding 
contributors to maintain the stream. This is done through radical change in the 
organizational processes, policies and performance culture. 

Modules within this domain tackle: (a) Idea Convergence, (b) Speed Verification 
and Sorting (c) Innovation Rewards Schemes

DOMAIN B.2| DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
Once ideas are processed and solutions are designed, an implementation 
scheme is required for priority setting, scheduling and resource allocation to 
ensure seamless execution. In which a deployment strategy has to be 
developed in alignment with the organizational objectives which is then 
cascaded down into concrete tactics and action plans adjusted to the context 
and constraints.

Modules within this domain tackle: (a) Optimal Resource Allocation (b) Speed 
Commercialization (c) Integrated Innovation Strategies.

DOMAIN B.3| LEAN EXECUTION
Even the most perfect plans include some invalid assumptions and fall short to 
predict some of the uncertainties, resistance and obstacles. Therefore, 
managing the execution of the new ideas requires close monitoring and 
immediate intervention to ensure meeting initiative optimally amid setbacks 
and complexities. 

Modules within this domain tackle: (a) Change Management (b) Waste and 
Complexity Elimination (d) Progress Assessment and Correction. 
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DOMAIN C.1| HIERACHAL PROXIMITY 
An innovation cluster requires a business culture and operational system that 
encourage frequent and close interaction between different hierarchies. As this 
increases the sense of ownership at the operative levels and context 
awareness at the senior levels; thus leading to a better organizational 
alignment that eases deployment and enhances agility. 

Modules within this domain tackle: (a) Flattening Structures (b) Vertical 
Knowledge Flow (c) Increasing  Autonomy.

DOMAIN C.2| FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATION
Most innovation initiatives require the involvement of different departments. 
Often misunderstanding, loose ends or overlaps occurring between 
departments cause process delays and outcome defects. Hence, it is essential 
to shrink the vacuum between functions to reduce isolation and leverage 
synchronization.

Modules within this domain tackle: (a) Functional Awareness , (b) Process Re-
engineering (c) Cross functional decision making.

DOMAIN C.3| STAKEHOLDER ALIGNMENT
Suppliers’, distributors’ and investors’ perspectives should be well integrated in 
the innovation process. On the other side, customer’s feedback and 
requirements should be highly considered especially in product innovation. As 
collaboration with stakeholders enhances the context visibility and inspires 
more practical solutions.

Modules within this domain tackle: (a) Supplier Input Integration, (b) 
Distributors Input Integration (c) Customer Proximity. 
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DOMAIN D.1| COLLECTIVE THINKING
The core skill of collaborative innovation that enables a group of people to co-
create not just share knowledge. Unlike individual or dualistic thinking; 
collective thinking is about getting a diverse group of people thinking loud 
together, learning from opposition while structuring and blending the various 
vantage points in order to use their differences as means for a better collective 
outcome. 

Modules within this domain tackle: (a) Thinking Patterns (b) Collaborative 
Meeting Behavior (c) Managing a Collaborative Engagement 

DOMAIN D.2| INTERACTIVE COMMUNICATION
Collaborative is not limited to face to face interaction in the meeting, it 
extends to the micro daily communications. Although technology widens the 
scope of communication, it does not impact its nature or content. Most co-
workers tend to communicate passively by only sharing outcome and handing 
over deliverables within the workstream without requesting feedback, opinions 
or deepening relationships.

Modules within this domain tackle: (a) Feedback Loops (b) Engaging 
Communication (c) Communication Channels Architecture. 

DOMAIN D.3| TEAM HOMOGENITY
Emotional biases are too substantial to be ignored. Suppressing feelings in 
pursuit for objectivity and professionalism often fails due to the inconsistency 
with the human nature. Instead, the emotional influence shall be utilized 
positively as an adhesive to strengthen bonds among co-workers and to 
facilitate collaborative engagements. This requires leveraging staff’s emotional 
intelligence.

Modules within this domain tackle: (a) Emotional Management (b) Leadership 
and Influence (c) Dispute Resolution.
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1. Multidisciplinary and wide Exposure; the founders’ expertise in other industries and wide exposure to multiple
practices leverage their capability to come up with original and innovative ideas.

2. Operational flexibility and agility; the ability to take fast decisions and respond to market requirements faster
than bigger pears while being to learn quicker from mistakes and evolve in a lean manner.

3. Information security risk tolerance; while large companies avoid some services or cooperation which might
constitute IS risk; startups are more willing to share info within cooperation with external parties in order to
avoid opportunity wastage. The main drive is the high opportunity cost for a large firm in compare to a startup.

4. Customized offerings ; the startup’s close attention to customer requirements, continuous customization of their
services/products to tackle the unmet needs is what makes their offerings standout.

5. Staff dedication; often some co-founders or part-timers consider the startup business as a side activity.
Therefore early setting of a concrete business plan with solid assignments is a must to ensure commitment.

6. Challenging the traditional constraints; if a startup does not challenge the status quo and question the common
constraints, it will end up offering the same exact offering delivered by seasoned peers. Hence losing a chance
to get differentiated and acquire a market share.

7. Proper Communication of vision and identity; suppliers, service providers and employees should deeply
comprehend the vision and value proposition in order to convey them properly and maintain strategic
alignment.

8. Mitigating early resistance; a startup by default is less likely to win a deal due to limited market experience and
credibility. Thus startups should consider adding unique advantages to distinguish to their offers.

9. Promoting a culture of failure acceptance; as innovation is fueled by employee creativity, tolerating failure and
rewarding creativity is needed to encourage trials and empower an innovation friendly atmosphere.

8

Participant’s Input I : Critical Co-Innovation Factors For Startups. 



1. Decrease the level of stress and extensive workload in order to leave some room for free thinking and proactivity.
2. Align employees’ individual motives and life objectives with the corporate growth objectives. 
3. Allocate your staff in roles where their think talents and skill sets are utilized the most.
4. Celebrate small victories and continuously reward forward thinking and proactive staff. 
5. Encourage team members’ participation in international events and personal development initiatives.
6. Enroll them in creative thinking trainings where they can learn how to think laterally and beyond constraints. 
7. Involve staff in decision making and strategy development. Keep them updated with the business challenges.
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Participants’ Input III :  How to transform your team energy into commitments and results?

1. Avoid verbal promises; always ensure that every meeting ends up with a concrete action plan.
2. Break down the generic objectives into micro objectives or KPIs and review progress continuously.
3. Assign tasks per person and with specific deadlines; avoid any tolerance of indiscipline in execution.
4. Get your creative team members /cofounders familiar with the work structuring/planning techniques.
5. Carry out early screening of ideas to avoid wasting team energy in pursuing unpractical ones.
6. Avoid engaging busy or low committed co-founders or employees from the first place by early monitoring their 

availability and dedication to the project.
7. Use and request facts/numbers in discussing ideas to plug in a pragmatic and concise approach in execution. 

Participants’ Input II : How to level up your staff’s creative potential?
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1. Avoid resource depletion in the development of complex inhouse solutions or extensive hiring. Better rely on 
outsourcing or hiring free lancers to avoid cash depletion as well as to secure operational agility.

2. Avoid heavy investment in large stock or in a single project. Preferably operate within multiple small spheres 
then scale up in the business lines which prove to be promising upon market testing. 

3. Do not delay approaching private equity and investment banks for financial back up through debt or equity. 
4. Early approach incubators or consultants for enhancing the business plan, defining weakness within your 

strategy and setting up a financing scheme in order to enhance your business potential and attractiveness. 
5. Give priority for the quick-win business lines that can generate fast momentum for your startup without 

requiring long development periods and/or heavy investments.

1. Crystalize your business vision and formulate its implications beyond the brief sentence placed on the website.
2. Develop a vision achievement road map; in which all staff shall contribute in cascading down the stages that 

should be achieved in order to realize the  stated vision or mid way strategic objectives.
3. Work with your team on breaking down the business vision, identity and unique offering into product features, 

customer experience, business atmosphere and operational standards. 
4. Communicate the vision outline or road map to stakeholders and look for aligning the business vision and 

objectives with their individual visions and objectives. 
5. Continuously test the coherence of each initiative and output with the core identity and value proposition. 
6. Keep updating the business vision and objectives to maintain validity and consistency with the business reality.

Participants’ Input IV : How to scale up resources and utilize them optimally?

Participants’ Input V : How to convey the business vision to employees and stakeholders?
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1. Properly segment the market and define the right customer profiles that would optimally benefit from your value 
proposition in order to avoid misfit prospects.

2. Completely avoid clients who have a rigid predispositions towards startups.
3. If possible, target other startups as they will have preference for cooperating with same-scale businesses. 
4. Cooperate with high credibility partners or customers who could leverage your image and trustworthiness.
5. Provide no cure no pay deals ; in which the client does not get invoiced unless you achieve the agreed upon results.
6. Focus on the selling points which differentiate your work from the mass solutions offered by larger competition.
7. Start with the free trials and demonstrations not with long presentations and extended promises.
8. Always over deliver and exceed customer’s expectations to benefit from their thrilled word of mouth.

1. Always operate through a business plan listing specific assignments, deadlines & milestones to assess progress.
2. Develop a feedback process with suppliers, customers and other stakeholders to gather input as much and as early 

as possible about the effectiveness of the pursued idea.
3. Speed up the pilot testing of new ideas through introducing a brief porotype to the real context. 
4. In case of deployment failure; an immediate root cause analysis shall be carried out to define whether the 

deviation was caused by the insufficiency ( lack of financial or human resources) or by incompetency (lack of 
required skill set).

5. If the failure is caused by a skill gap, the founder shall pursue free lance/ consultancy support in case he/she is 
capable of handling the full business scope. If not, he/she shall resort to another full time professional whether as 
an employee or as a partner to provide both the skill and dedication.

Participants’ Input VI: How to go around customer resistance to working with startups?

Participants’ Input VII:  How to measure and troubleshoot innovation deployment?


